ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

MODEL 55316 ADD-ON RECEPTION

ASSEMBLY MATCHING PARTS WITH SAME COLOR DOT STICKER

Remove top and central shelves by loosening knobs

Remove support beam by loosening safety knobs

Remove safety knobs

Remove this bar to add the add-on unit 55315

Installing the extension rod to connect both panels

Install this bar at the end of the reception unit

EASY ASSEMBLY WITHOUT TOOLS

15 min ASSEMBLY TIME

TOP SHELF (1 PC)
CENTRAL SHELF (1 PC)
BACK PANEL (1 PC)
PANEL SUPPORT (1 PC)
SAFETY KNOB 14.6 MM (4 PCS)
CONNECTOR PLATE (1 PC)
SAFETY KNOB 28 MM (2 PCS)
LEVELING KNOB (1 PC)
SUPPORT BEAM (1 PC)
SCREW 16 MM (1 PCS)
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